Technical Details and Demo

Query Processing
Obtain neighborhood graph.
Weight edges using heurisOcs and use a greedy approach to o b t a i n a s m a l l e r connected MQG.
A l l t h e s u p e rgraphs of a null node are pruned.
(GHL), a node that does not have any answers, is a null node.
Ini;al LaXce
Lower Bound (LB): edge matching score of the corresponding graph.
Upper Bound (UB): score of the highest-scored super-graph in the laice.
GQBE Architecture
MulOple MQGs are merged based on edge labels and vertex label matches.
Modified laXce with recomputed upper boundary Knowledge Graphs
Input: an example of what the user wants to find.
Accuracy of GQBE on mul;-tuple queries, k = 25.
LaXce nodes evaluated comparison.
Query processing ;me for 2-tuple queries.
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